August 11, 2016

School Reform Commission
School District of Philadelphia
440 North Broad, Suite 101
Philadelphia, PA 19130
Dear Chairperson Marjorie G. Neff and Commissioners,
Every year in Philadelphia, too many of our City’s youngest children are pushed
out of schools and sent on a trajectory that leads to poor educational outcomes and
increased involvement with the juvenile justice and adult criminal justice systems. We ask
the SRC to join with a national movement of education leaders and policy-makers to
dismantle the School-to-Prison Pipeline by eliminating suspensions for students in
Kindergarten through second grade.1
Whenever a school makes the decision to suspend a student, it increases that child’s
likelihood of future educational barriers and challenges, including discipline, truancy, and
dropout, which feed the School-to-Prison Pipeline.2 Excluding children for their behavior
labels those children as exhibiting problem behaviors from an early age. This label sticks
with children as they progress, “giving teachers negative expectations of their behavior.”3
Consequently, exclusionary discipline makes students feel as if the academic environment
is not one in which they are welcome. 4 Further, research has demonstrated that
exclusionary discipline does not have the deterrent effect that some might believe,5 and
that reliance upon it disproportionately impacts African American students and students
with disabilities.6 With this in mind, it is imperative that we stop excluding our youngest
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learners from the academic environment through ineffective and often racially
disproportionate methods of discipline, particularly through suspensions.
We fully support the School District of Philadelphia (“District”) in its proposal to
remove suspensions for Kindergarten students. This is an important and necessary
improvement. But we remind this body that suspensions are just as harmful for 6- and 7year old students as they are for 5-year old students. We are not aware of any research
indicating a significant developmental or behavioral management difference between the
5- and 6-year old students in Kindergarten and the 6- and 7-year-old students in first and
second grade.
Based on the 2014-15 Safe Schools LEA Report, the District meted out 1,900 outof-school suspensions to second graders, 1,504 to first graders and 448 to Kindergarten
students. Over ninety percent of these suspensions were for “misconduct” – non-violent
incidents. These suspensions are harming our youngest learners. 7 The United States
Department of Education (“ED”) has issued guidance calling for the prevention, limitation,
and elimination of suspensions in early childhood settings. Similarly, the Pennsylvania
State Interagency Coordination Council for Early Intervention (“SICC”) recently
recognized the harmful impact of school exclusion on young learners and issued a
resolution urging the Office of Childhood Development and Early Learning (“OCDEL”)
to ban the exclusion of children from early childhood settings. 8 In its guidance, ED
reasoned: “A child’s early years set the trajectory for the relationships and successes they
will experience for the rest of their lives, making it crucial that children’s earliest
experiences truly foster – and never harm – their development.”9 This reasoning applies
equally to our youngest elementary learners. Because suspensions have been a longstanding aspect of public education, they are too-often considered innocuous—at worst,
ineffectual. For our earliest learners, they are not only ineffectual,10 but harmful.
Furthermore, when a student is suspended or excluded from the classroom, all
students are harmed, including those who remain in the classroom. A three-year study of
over 17,000 students found that the math and reading scores of students who are not being
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suspended suffer when their classmates are removed from the learning environment.11 The
study found that even when controlling for level of violence and disruption in schools,
school funding, and teacher ratios, having classmates be suspended at an above-average
rate negatively impacted the entire student body.12
Philadelphia cannot afford to continue to harm its earliest learners by excluding
them from the one place where they should feel safe and supported. The classroom is an
opportunity to educate students on appropriate behavior, and if we cannot do that for our
youngest learners, we threaten their future chances of success as well as the well-being of
the Philadelphia community. We must equip our administrators, teachers, and staff with
the skills to respond to student behavior in developmentally-appropriate ways. 13 We
recognize that the District is making good faith efforts to provide Kindergarten teachers
with alternative tools to suspensions; however, due to the serious harms of exclusion (to
both the student who is suspended and also her classmates), those trainings should be
expanded this year to first and second grade teachers and staff.
The District’s exclusion of its youngest students is not only developmentally
inappropriate, but it disproportionately impacts African American students. 14 A vast
majority (90%) of suspensions that the District metes out disproportionately against black
students fall within a broad catch-all category called “conduct,” which does not cover
violent offenses. In fact, black and Latino students in Philadelphia are being excluded for
subjective behavior, including offenses like “defiance” and “disrespect.” This racial
disparity exists in spite of data indicating that black students are not more prone to
misbehavior than other racial groups. 15 The District must end exclusionary discipline
practices that disproportionately impact students of color. An excellent starting point is
the elimination of exclusionary discipline for the youngest learners.
A number of other school districts, cities, and the state of Connecticut have ended
exclusionary discipline for their youngest learners. Many of those districts have similar
challenges, demographics, and resources as the District. For example:


Minneapolis no longer suspends students in elementary school for non-violent
behavior, having run a successful pilot program for students in elementary school
during the 2014-15 academic year.
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Seattle’s School Board unanimously passed a resolution eliminating suspensions
for elementary students for non-violent offenses in September 2015.
Connecticut law prohibits out-of-school suspensions for students in Kindergarten
through second grade, unless, after a hearing, it is determined that the student’s
behavior is of a violent or sexual nature.16
New York City recently committed to eliminating suspensions for students in
Kindergarten through second grade.17
Baltimore, 18 Houston, 19 and Chicago20 have all adopted similar policies.21

We ask the SRC to join this national movement and eliminate suspensions for
students in grades K-2 for the 2016-17 academic year, making exceptions only where
necessary by law or where a student’s conduct inflicted serious bodily injury on another
person.
Alternatively, if the SRC adopts the Code of Student Conduct as proposed by the
District, we urge the SRC to define “violent” offenses22 so that teachers and administrators
have clear notice of the types of student offenses for which they may still suspend
Kindergarten students. Without a clear definition of “violent” offense, it is likely that
educators will continue to exclude Kindergarten students for “conduct” offenses that reflect
developmentally-appropriate behavior.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Education Law Center-PA
Deborah Gordon Klehr, Esq.
Kristina Moon, Esq.
Alex Dutton, Esq.
Michaela Ward
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ACLU of Pennsylvania
Harold Jordan, Senior Policy Advocate
Philadelphia Student Union
Hiram Rivera, Executive Director
Youth United for Change
Rapheal Randall, Executive Director
cc:
Dr. William Hite, Jr., Superintendent
Rachel Holzman, Esq., Deputy Chief, Student Rights & Responsibilities
Jody Greenblatt, Esq., Deputy Chief, School Climate & Safety
Enclosed:
Appendix A, Testimony of PowerCorpsPHL
Appendix B, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Early Intervention Coordinating Council,
Resolution: Ban Exclusionary Discipline in Early Learning Programs (April 4,
2016).
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